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Subjective cognitive decline (SCD) refers to the self-reported experience of reduced cognitive 

function in individuals who perform within normal limits on objective cognitive testing.1 A 

growing public awareness about dementia and the prospect of disease-modifying drugs and 

multi-domain intervention programs to improve brain health, both of which may be most 

effective in early or even pre-symptomatic disease, is leading an increasing number of 

individuals to seek medical advice due to concerns about cognitive functioning. SCD, most 

often reflecting concerns about memory and/or reduced processing speed, is common – 

between 50% and 80% of cognitively normal older individuals report some decline in 

cognitive function when specifically questioned.2 Although most individuals with SCD will 

not develop progressive cognitive decline, in some the perceived dysfunction may be the first 

sign of a neurodegenerative dementia. It is a difficult clinical challenge to determine those 

individuals who have underlying brain disease, and those who will have alternative 

explanation, e.g. a functional cognitive disorder.3 This distinction is already important, 

allowing for different treatments and predicting different outcomes, and will become even 

more pressing when disease-modifying treatments for neurodegeneration become available.  

 

The most common neurodegenerative dementia, and thus a major concern for many 

individuals with SCD, is Alzheimer’s disease (AD). The key pathological features of AD – 

extracellular amyloid β (Aβ) plaques, intra-neuronal tangles of phosphorylated tau, and 

neurodegeneration – can all now be detected in vivo using biomarkers which are incorporated 

into contemporary diagnostic criteria in patients with varying degrees of cognitive 

impairment.4 The most established methods for detecting Aβ pathology are in CSF (Aβ42 

concentration or Aβ42/Aβ40 ratio) or using amyloid positron emission tomography (PET).5  

CSF phosphorylated- and total tau concentrations were considered markers of tangle 

pathology and neurodegeneration respectively, but recent studies suggest that they may reflect 

Aβ pathology-driven phosphorylation and secretion of tau.6 Candidate markers of 

neurodegeneration include volume loss on magnetic resonance imaging, fluorodeoxyglucose 

PET measures of hypometabolism, and CSF or plasma neurofilament7,8. Importantly all these 

biomarkers are thought to become abnormal well before symptoms emerge; it follows 

therefore that they may well have utility in distinguishing which individuals with SCD may be 

on the pathway to developing AD.  

 

In the current issue of Neurology, Rostamzadeh et al. set out to address this question, using a 

meta-analytical approach to determine how well biomarkers of -amyloid pathology (CSF 
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Aβ42, CSF Aβ42/Aβ40 or amyloid PET) and tau (CSF phosphorylated and total tau) can 

predict progression to mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or dementia in individuals with 

SCD.9 More than 4000 articles were screened with eight studies fulfilling inclusion criteria. 

One or more biomarkers was abnormal in around one third of the individuals, with the highest 

odds ratio (11.36) for future cognitive decline over a mean follow-up period of 3.3 years 

being when both Aβ and tau biomarkers were abnormal (“full AD pathology”). This compares 

with odds ratio of 5.89 for Aβ and 3.99 when using phosphorylated tau only. While showing 

strong (89.4%) negative predictive power this full AD pathology profile was, however, only 

58.7% predictive of conversion to MCI or AD. 

 

This study highlights that AD biomarkers may have value – at least at the group level – in 

determining those who are, and importantly those individuals with SCD who may not be, at 

increased risk of progressive cognitive decline. There are however a number of important 

caveats. While there are various criteria for diagnosing SCD and MCI, how these are 

operationalized varies between studies and so comparing results across studies is not always 

easy. It is also unclear whether the clinicians involved in the reported studies were 

appropriately blinded to the results of the AD biomarkers; and if not, whether this influenced 

their subsequent diagnoses. This study relied on center-specific cut-points for biomarker 

positivity. Determining such cut-points is a complex issue with substantial variation between 

laboratories and across assays: standardization work addressing this issue is ongoing but far 

from complete. The biomarkers chosen for inclusion were necessarily specific for 

Alzheimer’s disease, precluding investigations of other potential risks for SCD progression 

e.g. vascular pathologies. The average follow-up time of the included studies was relatively 

short and so the longer-term outcomes of these individuals – and critically whether they 

develop dementia or not – are not yet known. This is particularly important given that one of 

the outcomes of this study was a diagnosis of MCI, yet previous studies suggest that perhaps 

only half of unselected individuals diagnosed with MCI will progress to a diagnosis of 

dementia over the subsequent five years.10 It is therefore not clear how these findings may 

best be used on an individual patient basis: while a negative biomarker profile may be 

reassuring, there are very considerably uncertainties of what a positive profile may portend, 

and how best to communicate this to an already worried patient is unlikely to be 

straightforward. Given the numbers of patients with SCD presenting to clinics the widespread 

use of current molecular diagnostics would be a considerable challenge: the emergence of 

blood-based biomarkers may allow for much wider and cheaper deployment,8 but many of 
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these issues remain and will need to be considered when developing appropriate use criteria 

and guidelines for investigating SCD. 

 

The results from the current meta-analysis are a useful early step in exploring how AD 

biomarkers may best be deployed in patients with SCD. Important take home messages, 

which are equally relevant to studies of MCI and to other dementias, are that negative 

biomarkers may have equal, or indeed more, prognostic utility than positive ones; and that 

longer-term follow-up to determine clinical and ultimately pathological outcomes is crucial as 

we develop a rational evidence base for the use of biomarkers in predicting progression to 

specific forms of dementia. 
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